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Humanities for STEM: Using Archives to Bridge the Two Cultures Divide

Year 1 Kick-Off Meeting
September 16, 2016

Schedule

11:00: Welcome and Overview: Chris and Lindsay

11:05: Lightning Presentations (10 min. each): Moderated by Chris

- **Deena Engel**, NYU: “Three Approaches to Archives and Pedagogy.” Deena is Clinical Professor in the Courant Institute’s Department of Computer Science.

- **Lindsay Anderberg**, NYU: “Archival Interventions with Engineering Undergraduates.” Lindsay is the Interdisciplinary Science & Technology Librarian and Poly Archivist at the Bern Dibner Library of Science and Technology.

- **Ed Eckert**, **Nokia Bell Labs**: “The Bell Labs Archives – An Overview of Operations and Services of a Corporate Archives.” Ed is the Bell Labs Archivist in Murray Hill, New Jersey.

- **Lisa Gitelman**, NYU: “Tales from the Crypt.” Lisa is Professor of Media and Eng-
lish at Steinhardt and the College of Arts and Science.

11:45: Question and Answer Time: *Moderated by Chris*

12:00: Lunch and Networking: *Each One as They May*

12:30: Collaborative Overview: *Chris and Lindsay*

  - Broad framework for two years
  - Year 2 symposium
  - Specific details for this semester
  - Volunteers for presentations on Oct. 28
  - Commitment and communication
  - Questions and suggestions

September 2, 2016   Christopher Leslie
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